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ASIS International has held its10 th European Security Conference & Exhibition
on 3-6 April 2011 at the Messe Wien in Vienna, Austria. The event gathered
360 senior security managers from 44 countries.

Ask the Expert-Get
Answers to Your
Career, Job, and
Interview Questions

The conference was opened by Michal Moroz, Deputy Minister of the Interior
of the Czech Republic, who outlined the Czech Government's plans to combat
corruption.

ASIS Foundation 2011
Awards - Calendar
Available

On the second day, Hugh McLeod, MBE, Chief Operating Officer of Stirling
Assynt explained the geopolitics and game changers regarding the Arab
uprisings.

Cyber Attack on
European Commission
Reported

The conference was closed by Brigadier Ian Abbott, OBE (ret.), Independent
Member of the Thames Valley Police Authority who elaborated on the need for
public-private partnerships in protecting critical infrastructure.
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The conference featured 36 high-level educational sessions provided by
speakers that included Rolf Rosenvinge Chief Security Officer of GE Global
Banking Nordics on industrial espionage, Dr Christoph Rojahn, Senior
Manager Forensic & Dispute Services of Deloitte AG on organised
crimeandDr. Henriette Haas, Associate Professor in Forensic Psychology at
the University of Zurich on improving de-escalation skills.
In addition, sessions designed especially for Chief Security Officers (CSOs)
were organised by the CSO Roundtable, the ASIS forum for the most senior
security professionals from the largest and most influential organisations in the
world.
Commenting on the conference, Volker Wagner, Senior Vice President Group
Business Security at Deutsche Telekom said "This was a real dynamic event.
With the power and energy of the ASIS network we are able to develop
security to a level which has even the potential to improve the competitiveness
of our economies"
Matthias Ernst, Vice President Global Accounts of ADT Worldwide said: "ADT
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was proud to be a Platinum sponsor for the 10 th ASIS International European
Security Conference & Exhibition in Vienna. It presented a great networking
opportunity with stimulating and interesting presentations; the quality of
delegates was high with senior level decision makers from across the globe.
For ADT we were able to meet with old friends and contacts as well as having
the opportunity to meet new ones. "
The conference featured an exhibition where 26 sponsors, exhibitors, media
and supporting organisations presented their products and services to security
professionals.

ASIS International 57th Annual Seminar and Exhibits - 19-22
September 2011 - Orlando, Florida USA
Look for your Seminar Preview brochure in the April
issue of Security Management magazine, or download a
PDF. In the Preview, you will find highlights of:
·        Keynotes
·        General sessions
·        Education overview
·        Certification classroom reviews
·        Networking events
·        Exhibitor listing
·        Schedule of events
·        Hotel and registration information
·        Plus...information on the (ISC) 2 Security Congress - collocating
with the ASIS Seminar for the first time

Did you like this
issue?
The European Bureau
of ASIS is
continuously trying to
propose the best
content to its
members.
Consequently, we
invite you to contact
the editor if you want
to provide some
feedback/comments
on the newsletter or if
you want to publish an
article.

Updated links and
resources page on
www.asisonline.eu
Take a look at our
updated Links and
Resources page. Feel
free to contact the
European Bureau if
you have additional
items to add.

Join more than 20,000 professionals from around the globe at the world's
leading event dedicated to security.
Register now. Visit the hotel and travel section on the ASIS 2011 website for
hotel reservations plus all your destination information including a section for
travelers from outside the United States.

Don't Miss the ASIS Foundation Events at ASIS 2011
Make plans to mix a bit of business with a bit of pleasure at ASIS Foundation
events in Orlando this September. Start off by playing in the annual ASIS
Foundation Golf Tournament and make your last night at ASIS 2011 a
memorable one at the ASIS Foundation's Night at B.B. Kings. Both events
serve to raise funds for our programmes and to build awareness for the
Foundation's mission. Sponsorships are also available for both events!

Call for Presentations - 5 th ASIS International Asia-Pacific
Conference & Exhibition (deadline for submissions: 22 April
2011)
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ASIS International
European Bureau
Take a look at our
updated Links and
Resources page. Feel
free to contact the
EMEA Bureau if you
have additional items
to add.
For any queries on
ASIS European
events, membership,
benefits, resources,
collateral or
certification, do not
hesitate to contact
the EMEA Bureau.

The 5 th ASIS International Asia-Pacific Conference & Exhibition will take place
on 5-7 December 2011 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

287 Avenue
Louise, 4th Floor,
1050 Brussels,
Belgium

Presentation slots are 50 minutes and should include time for Q&A. Only
English-language presentations will be accepted.

Tel: +32 2 645 26 74
Fax:+32 2 645 26 71

contact@asisonline.eu
www.asisonline.eu
www.asisonline.org

European Links
Visit the ASIS
International European
web portal at:
www.asisonline.eu
Please visit our
European Chapter
Websites at the
following links:
www.asisregion26.org
www.asisbenelux.eu
www.asiscz.org
www.asisdenmark.dk

Take advantage of this opportunity to help shape the program by sharing your
knowledge and expertise with security professionals from across the region
and around the globe.

Abstracts on all security related topics are welcome. Particular topics of
interest are: supply chain security, loss prevention, hotel security, intellectual
property, maritime piracy, terrorism, executive protection, internal theft and
fraud, competitive intelligence, brand protection, physical security, cyber
security, investigations, due diligence and global business issues.
Please note that the deadline for submissions is 22 April 2011.
Please click here to submit your proposal.

Call for Presentations - 3 rd ASIS International Middle East
Security Conference & Exhibition (deadline for submissions: 5
May 2011)
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www.asisfinland.org
www.asisonline.fr
www.asisireland.org
www.asis.no
www.asis-spain.org
www.asis.se
www.asisonline.ch

The 3 rd ASIS International Middle East Security Conference & Exhibition will
take place on 18-21 February 2012 in Dubai, UAE.

www.asistr.org
www.asis.org.uk

Take advantage of this opportunity to help shape the program by sharing your
knowledge and expertise with security professionals from across the region
and around the globe.

www.asis-israel.org
www.asis.com.gr

Not yet a
member?

Presentation slots are 50 minutes and should include time for Q&A. Only
English-language presentations will be accepted.
Abstracts on all security related topics are welcome. Particular topics of
interest are: supply chain security, loss prevention, hotel security, intellectual
property, maritime piracy, terrorism, executive protection, internal theft and
fraud, competitive intelligence, brand protection, physical security, cyber
security, investigations, due diligence and global business issues.
Please note that the deadline for submissions is 5 May 2011.
Please click here to submit your proposal.

Be a Sponsor of the 5 th Asia-Pacific Conference & Exhibition 5-7 December 2011 - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ten reasons you benefit
from becoming an ASIS
International member:
- Unrivalled networking
opportunities with more
than 37,000 of your
industry peers.
- Up-to-date information,
including industry best
practices, new
technologies, and
emerging trends.

Does your organisation's strategic plan call for growth in AsiaPacific? If so, sponsorship of the 5th ASIS Asia-Pacific
Conference & Exhibition offers you a great opportunity to gain
exposure and to raise the visibility of your brand, products, and
services among key decision makers in these regions.
For further information on the Asia-Pacific Conference &
Exhibition, please contact: ASIS International Asia-Pacific Bureau - Tel: +61 2
8211 2712 - Fax: +61 2 8211 0555 - asiapacific@asisonline.org

New Ideas and Innovations at IFSEC 2011
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- Complimentary
subscription to Security
Management magazine,
the leading security
industry publication.
- Opportunities to build a
professional reputation
and credentials.
- Tailored professional
development programs
to fit your specific career
goals.
- Advocacy of the
security industry to the
government and
business communities.
- Board-certified,
professional
designations.
- Members-only access
to new career
opportunities in security
management.
- Access to more than
300 peer-reviewed,
security-related
publications.
- Discounts on program
and Seminar registration,
merchandise, and
certification programs.

More Information...

New Chapters:
Call for Volunteers
ASIS International is
looking for volunteers to
help form new chapters
in Romania, the Baltic
States, Western
Balkans and other
European countries
where no chapter
presently exists.
For more information,
please contact the
European Bureau or
click here to download
the procedures on
forming a new chapter.

ASIS Bookstore
You can now purchase
ASIS-published books
for Kindle, Amazon's
wireless reading device,
from the Kindle Store on

As any security professional knows, new ideas and innovations are imperative
to ensure that the most effective and efficient security measures are in place.
Educational opportunities including programmes and events that highlight
specific security issues and address broad security interests are extremely
valuable to the industry. As such, security events that provide such
possibilities are to be fully embraced.
ASIS members will be taking an active role in IFSEC 2011, as security
professionals from across the globe descend on the world's largest annual
security event, as it returns to NEC Birmingham, UK, from the 16-19 May
2011. Visitors from all disciplines within the security market can expect to gain
a wealth of educational value, engage with key decision makers and industry
experts and network with top-tier security professionals at this premier industry
event.
This year's exhibition will see over 650 international security companies
demonstrating the very latest security innovations to the industry. Spread over
6 product areas: Access Control, CCTV, Intruder Alarms, IP/Network Security,
Public Security and Security Solutions, visitors will be able to compare and
contrast cost effective solutions and conduct months of research with just one
visit.
In addition, a range of educational show features will also be on the show
floor. The Intelligent Integration Zone, sponsored by ISM, is a fully interactive
show feature integrating security solutions into one graphical security control
management system, the SITC Pavilion will demonstrate ground breaking
security technologies for the end user, a Free Seminar Programme will contain
a wealth of best practice case studies and in-depth product analysis, and the
International Pavilions will host companies from around the world in central
locations.
Guaranteed to be packed full of significant educational content, the IFSEC
2011 conference programme also covers corporate crime, cyber terrorism,
retail security, IP-based technologies, business continuity management and
transport security. Holders of the CPP, PSP and PSI certifications can claim 2
re-certification points for each module attended at IFSEC. ASIS are also
offering additional points for those helping on the ASIS stand and will also be
hosting a social function during the event.
Register for free entry worth £30 at www.ifsec.co.uk.

New Executive Education Programmes Address Core Business
Concepts
ASIS two new Executive Education programmes present business concepts
and strategies customised for mid-to-senior level security practitioners. As the
complexity of security challenges have increased, ASIS members have
realised a growing need for the knowledge and skills required to effectively
communicate and translate security issues into strategies that have relevance
in the boardroom. Delivered in partnership with two of the world's leading
business schools, these programmes provide practical knowledge and abilities
that can be readily applied.
Business Concepts for the Effective Security Manager will be held on 7-10
June 2011 (Deadline to register is 29 April 2011) on the campus of
Northeastern University Boston, MA, USA.
Madrid-based IE Business School will deliver Effective Management for
Security Professionals on 27-30 June (Deadline to register is 23 May 2011).
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Amazon.com. Kindle's
revolutionary electronicpaper display provides a
sharp, high-resolution
screen that looks and
reads like real paper.
The books may be
purchased wirelessly
right from your device,
allowing you to click,
buy, and start reading
within a minute. Kindle
holds hundreds of titles
and every book you
purchase is backed up
online in Your Media
Library in case you ever
need to download it
again. The Kindle Store
offers these ASIS titles:
-Career Opportunities
in Security
-ASIS Disaster
Preparation Guide
-Casino Surveillance
and Security
-150 Things You
Should Know
-Emergency Planning
Handbook
-Protecting Schools
and Universities from
Terrorism
-Implementing Physical
Protection Systems
-Detecting Forgery in
Fraud Investigations
-Crime Prevention for
Houses of Worship
-Professional
Investigator's Manual.

Schedule Your
2011 Professional
Development
Now!
A comprehensive
calendar for 2011 is
available 24/7. Plan
ahead to get ahead.
Register early and save!
Take advantage of early
bird rates...
ASIS is expanding its
early bird discounts-long
a staple with our global
conferences-to include

Go online for programmes details and registration deadlines.  

Organisational Resilience: A Holistic Approach to Security,
Preparedness, and Continuity Management
As a security practitioner, the security of your organisation and supply chain
are top priorities, but how can you effectively prepare for the unexpected?
Using the ANSI/ASIS Organisational Resilience Standard, participants will
learn to assess the risks of disruptive events; develop a proactive strategy for
prevention, response, and recovery; establish performance criteria; and
evaluate opportunities for improvement. Get the tools needed to benchmark
the resilience performance of your organisation against criteria described in
the ANSI/ASIS Organisational Resilience Standard-a U.S. Department of
Homeland Security PS-Prep approved national preparedness standard!
Dates: July 11-13

New CPP Review Webinar Series to Launch in April
ASIS will offer a new CPP Review consisting of seven, 90-minute instructorled sessions delivered via webinar. The weekly sessions will be held on
Tuesdays beginning 26 April 2011 from 7:00 to 8:30 a.m. [EST]. Each session
will concentrate on one of the CPP knowledge domains. There will be an
opportunity to ask questions to the instructor each week and a practice exam
will be administered at the end of the programme. The member fee for this
programme is $500/non-member fee is $600.
Each registrant will also receive a FREE CPP Study Guide. Online registration
is open here: REGISTER

ASIS Foundation and LELC Launch Award for Public Private
Partnership Excellence
The ASIS Foundation together with the ASIS Law Enforcement Liaison
Council (LELC) have established the Matthew Simeone ASIS Award for
Public Private Partnership Excellence, which recognises outstanding
achievement by members of an ASIS chapter in the practice of public private
partnerships. ASIS chapters that work with public private partnerships (P3) are
encouraged to apply for the award by 20 May 2011. The award will be
presented at the Annual Seminar and Exhibits in Orlando, FL. to one
representative from private organisation and one representative from the law
enforcement agency.
LEARN MORE

New Toolbox Makes Sharing the Benefits of Certification Easier
Visit www.asisonline.org/certification to download one of four media tools to
share with peers, supervisors, and others that may be interested in learning
more about ASIS board certification. A video, PowerPoint, and flash
presentation each offer information and certificant viewpoints on the benefits of
ASIS credentials, which are recognised globally as the standard for security
professionals. Also linked in the toolbox is a PDF of the current Applicant
Handbook. Take a closer look...and, if there is another resource that may also
be of assistance to you, please email ASIS Marketing Manger Leigh A.
McGuire.

New Online Tools Help Organisations Prepare for the
Unexpected
ASIS now offers a suite of software to help organisations enhance their
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most 2011 professional
development
programmes. Additional
savings can be realised
by booking your hotel
room before the
deadline.

resilience through prevention and protection strategies in line with the
ANSI/ASIS Organisational Resilience Standard. These are valuable tools for
any organisation interested in participating in the DHS PS-Prep programme.

Ask the Expert-Get Answers to Your Career, Job, and Interview
Questions
From tips on college degrees to career transitioning, Kathy Lavinder answers
your career and job-related questions. View the latest questions and answers.
Submit a question.

ASIS Foundation 2011 Awards - Calendar Available
The ASIS Foundation offers a variety of scholarships and award programmes
throughout the year to help ASIS members and students reach their
educational goals. Learn more about eligibility and the application process for
the 2011 scholarships. Download the calendar and share with your local
Chapter at your next meeting.

Cyber Attack on European Commission Reported
A serious cyber attack on the European Commission was reported on 23
March as EU leaders prepared to gather in Brussels for a two-day summit
during which military intervention in Libya was expected to take centre stage.
The cyber attack was described as "serious" by a Commission spokesperson,
who said that EU High Representative Catherine Ashton's services appeared
to have been particularly affected.
The attack took place late on 23 March, hours before the two-day summit in
Brussels at which economic issues were meant to dominate the agenda.
It remains unclear if the cyber attack is related to the Libya situation.
Please click here for more.
Source: euractiv.com

EU Rallies Behind UK on Collecting Air Passenger Data
As terrorists' travel routes become more complex, a majority of EU Member
States are rallying behind a UK-led campaign to extend a proposal on
collecting air passenger data to people travelling within Europe.
Negotiations on an EU proposal on passenger name records (PNR) recently
took on a different shape, as Member States are being won over by British
arguments that collecting data on air travel to destinations outside the bloc
alone would leave a considerable security gap.
According to an EU paper, the UK proposal has struck a chord with many
Member States, because countries fear they could miss out on a substantial
amount of data on suspected terrorists, who are changing the way they travel.
"In 15 countries, more than 70% of the flights are intra-EU flights," the paper
reads.
"Indeed, analyses made by counter-terrorism agencies demonstrate that
terrorists often use EU hubs instead of direct international flights and that the
complexity of their journeys has increased," the paper continues.
Please click here for more.
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Source: euractiv.com

EU Commission Keen to Set Up New Counter-Terrorism Office
The European Commission is testing the water for creating a new EU internal
security body on the model of Catherine Ashton's European External Action
Service (EEAS).
Speaking at a European Parliament hearing in Brussels on 30 March,
Commission Counter-Terrorism Director Olivier Luyckx envisaged a new entity
that would pull together existing security agencies Cepol, Cosi, Eurojust,
Europol and Frontex under EU Counter-Terrorism Co-ordinator Gilles de
Kerchove.
"There is new room for action at EU level," he said. "This is how I see the
change: to set up a system that would mirror the one that is being set up for
monitoring external crises [in the EEAS], a one-stop shop for informationsharing."
Luyckx cited Guideline V on Operational Co-ordination of the EU's recentlyadopted Internal Security Strategy as containing the "embryo" of the project:
"Today, crisis centres in Member States share contacts and information on a
voluntary and informal basis. We need to go a step further and to see, while
respecting the division of labour set up in the EU treaty, how to make those
linkages in a tighter way."
Please click here for more.
Source: euobserver.com

Reding Defines New EU Data Privacy Rules
In a speech on 16 March EU Justice Commissioner Viviane Reding spelled
out new privacy rules for personal data held on the Internet, including a "right
to be forgotten" that would allow users to permanently delete data held by
companies.
Reding's proposals would overhaul the EU's 15 year-old Data Protection
Directive. Her "four pillars" include urging more transparency from companies
that process personal data, making privacy the default setting on websites and
ensuring that all companies that operate in the European Union follow EU
data protection rules.
"I am a firm believer in the necessity of enhancing individuals' control over
their own data," she said.
The Commissioner also argued that EU rules should apply independently of
where the servers holding data are geographically located, saying
"homogeneous privacy standards for European citizens should apply
independently of the area of the world in which their data is being processed".
Please click here for more.
Source: euractiv.com

Space Know-How "Can Help Predict" Natural Disasters
Space technology and exploration could be used to help mitigate loss of life
and damage caused by natural disasters, a conference in Brussels was told.
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The event on Monday heard that last summer's devastating fires in Russia,
which killed thousands of people, would have been "even worse" but for the
use of technology normally used in outer space.
Musa Manarov, a Russian cosmonaut, said, "The international community
ought to be giving more attention to the possible application of space
technology in such circumstances. It can be used not only to mitigate the
consequences of earthquakes, floods and other natural disasters but, possibly,
also predict these events. It has great potential".
He was speaking by satellite from Moscow in a debate in Brussels with senior
officials from the EU institutions to mark the 50th anniversary of the first
manned spaceflight.
Please click here for more.
Source: theparliament.com

Decision Imminent on Extra Security Near EU Buildings
Details of additional security measures to protect the area around EU
institutions are set to be announced in a "few weeks", an official working in the
cabinet of Brussels Mayor Freddy Thielemans has said.
"There is a working group made up of EU and Belgian officials which meets
regularly on the subject. In a few weeks we will make an announcement,"
Nicolas Dassonville told on 16 March.
How far ranging any new measures may be has yet to be finalised. The
working group was set up last year following a request for greater security
from European Parliament President Jerzy Buzek.
The Polish politician called on Belgian authorities to create a special security
zone around EU institutions, with some parliamentary officials complaining that
thieves were specifically targeting the city's European quarter.
Please click here for more.
Source: euobserver.com

Court Only Option Against Swift Agreement, Says MEP
The EU Commission on 17 March downplayed data protection concerns over
a deal allowing bulk banking data to be transferred to the US for anti-terrorism
investigations, leaving a legal challenge over 'data mining' and privacy
breaches as the only option for MEPs willing to continue the fight.
In a "tense" meeting behind closed doors, Home Affairs Commissioner Cecilia
Malmstrom fended off criticism from MEPs who the previous day had decried
the "betrayal" of EU institutions after they had given their consent to the
controversial Swift agreement.
Malmstrom presented a review of the first six months since the deal came into
force, which "only got us more worried," German Green MEP Jan Philipp
Albrecht told this website after the meeting.
"Things have become more clear now, they accept big bulk data being sent
over to the US and to be searched via algorithms - which basically means
data mining. I said this is unconstitutional, according to the European Court of
Justice and the German Constitutional Court," he explained.
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Please click here for more.
Source: euobserver.com

Parliament Security Firm Also Provides Services to Israeli
Settlements
The security company that services the European Parliament also provides
security to Israeli checkpoints and settlements in the occupied Palestinian
territories, it can be revealed.
Anglo-Danish outfit G4S, the world's largest security firm, has for days now
been at the centre of a storm of criticism from politicians in Denmark, including
the Interior Minister, after the company's activities in the Middle East became
widely known.
The firm has provided equipment for Israel in the West Bank and Gaza,
including scanning machines at the Bethelehem and Qalandiya checkpoints,
and also delivered a security system to settlement police near the colony of
Ma'ale Adumim.
The company also offers safety equipment at the checkpoints on the
Separation Wall, a barrier Israel says is necessary to prevent terrorist attacks
but which is also being built on occupied land in violation of international law.
Critics charge Israel of using the fence to annex Palestinian land.
Please click here for more.
Source: euobserver.com

Smart Tags to Be Tested for Privacy Breaches
The EU and industry on 6 April agreed to take a closer look at how electronic
identification tags could infringe citizens' privacy by establishing a set of tests
to be carried out before the tags are put on the market.
Since May 2009 the European Commission has been talking to civil society
groups, industry, privacy and data protection watchdogs and the European
Network Information Security Agency to come up with ways to address
security concerns around Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) or smart tags.
Since their invention, the tags have become a pervasive part of daily life and
can be found in contactless travel passes, hospital patients' wrist bands and in
more unusual places like implants in the hands of VIP guests to night clubs.
The 'Privacy and Data Protection Impact Assessment (PIA) Framework for
RFID Applications', signed on 6 April, establishes a methodology to assess
and mitigate the privacy risks of smart tags that can be applied by all industry
sectors that use the tags.
Please click here for more.
Source: euractiv.com

Global Agenda
12 January-13 May 2011 - CPP Certification Programme - UK
16-19 May 2011 - IFSEC 2011 - Birmingham, UK
27-30 June 2011 - Effective Management for Security Professionals - Madrid,
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Spain
4-8 July 2011 - ISO 28000 Lead Auditor Course - Castle-Oud Poelgeest,
Oegstgeest, The Netherlands
19-22 September 2011 - ASIS International 57th Annual Seminar and Exhibits
- Orlando, Florida
5-7 December 2011 - 5th ASIS International Asia-Pacific Conference &
Exhibition - Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia  
Call for presentations is now open. (Deadline: 22 April 2011)
18-21 February 2012 - 3rd ASIS International Middle East Security
Conference & Exhibition - Dubai, UAE
Call for presentations is now open.(Deadline: 5 May 2011)

Professional Development
Webinars
15 April: Private Security Company Operations Standards Workshop
27 April: Corporate Kidnapping: Preparing Management for the Unthinkable
18 May: Proactive Surveillance Operations
25 May: Role of Private Sector Security in Protecting Children
27 July: Is Your Video Smarter than a Fifth Grader?
Webinar Archive
Click here to access a complete list of recent recordings.
eLearning
Two programmes have recently been added to our comprehensive list of
offerings.
Active Shooter: Readiness, Response and Recovery
Situational Awareness
Classroom Programmes
13-14 April: Active Shooter
9-12 May: APC II: Practical Applications
12-13 May: ROI - How to Successfully Sell Security to Management
19-20 May: PSP Certification Classroom Review
23-25 May: Managing Your Physical Security Programme
23-26 May: Crisis Management: Introduction to Plan Development with Guided
Exercises
Executive Education
27-30 June: Effective Management for Security Professionals

Chapter and Certification Events
Please click here to access the European agenda.
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